Approaches to Problem Solving and Use of Data for Disaster
Management

Chikuma River Flood Restoration・1181381853.mp4
(0) Introduction
The following is a brief description of the disaster issue, the concept behind the proposal to
solve the issue, what data will be collected and provided, and how it may be used. The
collected data can be obtained from Tellus (https://www.tellusxdp.com/), a data platform. You
can conduct analysis and visualization on Tellus. It should be noted that data mentioned in
this explanation is planned to be provided and is not necessarily guaranteed to be provided.
You may add your data and tools for your own analysis. We believe that you can develop
more innovative and valuable proposals by combining and integrating your data.
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(1) This competition focuses on Typhoon No. 15 (Faxai) and Typhoon No. 19
(Hagibis) in 2019 as disasters. Typhoon No. 15 caused damage mainly in the
Kanto region in September 2019, while Typhoon No. 19 caused significant
damage, especially in eastern Japan in October of the same year.
(2) Typhoon No. 15 caused significant damage, mainly in port areas around
Tokyo Bay and power outages in Chiba Prefecture.

(Courtesy of Asahi Shimbun)
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(3) Meanwhile, Typhoon No. 19 caused massive flooding in Nagano, Saitama, Chiba, Ibaraki,
Tochigi, and Fukushima prefectures. The case of Nagano Prefecture, where the train yard of
the Hokuriku Shinkansen bullet train was submerged, is very famous. In both Typhoon No.
15 and Typhoon No. 19, direct damage included flooding and damage to power facilities
(power outages) caused by strong winds.

(Courtesy of Asahi Shimbun)
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(4) Therefore, satellite images were collected mainly on the Chikuma
River(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shinano_River) basin in Nagano Prefecture, the Iruma
River (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iruma_River)basin in Saitama Prefecture, the Naka
River(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naka_River_(Tochigi_Ibaraki)) basin spanning from
Ibaraki
Prefecture
to
Tochigi
Prefecture,
and
the
Sukagawa
River
basin(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sukagawa,_Fukushima) in Fukushima Prefecture. In
those prefectures, the damage was particularly severe. You can extract areas damaged by
the heavy rains from the satellite images.

<Reference image> (Yamaguchi University: Iruma River basin, Saitama Prefecture)
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Iruma+River/@35.8974824,139.1951694,11z/data=!3
m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x601931e5b60ea2c1:0xadc34325bd753e0!8m2!3d35.8561282!4d13
9.3110141
(5) In disaster response, it is crucial to promptly collect satellite images and related
information after a disaster strikes. Even if you can not confirm damages very clearly from
satellite images, it may be necessary to prioritize speed in data delivery and report the outline
of the damage for the time being.
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(6) In this competition, various satellite data could be used to estimate the affected area. The
satellite data are prepared on Tellus, a data platform. For optical satellite images, we selected
data from ASNARO-1, SPOT, Landsat, and Sentinel-2 with minimal cloud influence. These
image data are easy to use even for those who are new to satellite image data, as they allow
us to see the ground surface just like an aerial photograph, and we believe they will be helpful
for roughly grasping the affected area in the early stages of the competition.

＜Example data＞ (Yamaguchi University: SPOT Image)
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(7) SAR satellite data is also available to observe the ground surface day and night, even
under cloud cover. The day and night observation capability helps us understand flood
damage over time, after a disaster, and during recovery. This figure compares the damage
caused by Typhoon No. 19 before and after the typhoon.

<Reference image> Flooded area by Typhoon No. 19 observed by Sentinel-1 (Kawajimacho, Saitama Prefecture; top: before disaster; bottom: after disaster)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kawajima,_Saitama
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(8) In addition, satellite observation data related to production activities such as nighttime
light and heat emissions, specifically VIIRS nighttime light observations and MODIS surface
temperature data, are now available on Tellus. The low-resolution but high-frequency
observations will be useful for time-series analysis of the operating conditions of factories
and other facilities at specific locations. However, noise due to the cloud effect has to be
removed.

<Reference Image> Nighttime Light Observation around Tokyo Metropolitan Area (Monthly
average for October 2019)
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(9) An approach that gradually increases the accuracy by adding other
information is necessary. To extract damaged areas, etc., Tellus has archived
damage data collected by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan and the
National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Prevention (NIED) in
cooperation with volunteers. You could use the data to cross-check and
evaluate the reliability of the damage situation.
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（ https://crs.bosai.go.jp/DynamicCRS/index.html?appid=b5afe32d99ac4360b0668f2be570
b4da）
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(10) In addition, since damage varies greatly depending on the type of buildings
in the flooded area, building point data (Zenrin, Inc.) has been prepared to
provide clues as to the names and types of buildings. The following is an
example of damage estimation research using building points.
However, building point data alone does not necessarily cover all buildings, so it
may be necessary to supplement it with open street maps (OSM) or other
publicly available map data.

<Reference image> Example of flood damage estimation using Zenrin Building Point
Source: Y. Ito, S. Nakamura, K. Yoshimura, et al., Analysis of Flood Damage Caused by the
July 2008 Rainstorm Focusing on Building Location and its Change Process, Journal of
JSCE（In Japanese）, B1 (Hydraulic Engineering), 2019, Vol. 75, No. 1 p. 299-307
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(11) Furthermore, since flood damage to buildings and flood damage to rice paddies and
fields vary greatly depending on the depth and duration of flooding, it is also necessary to
extract the depth and duration of flooding using time-series satellite image analysis and
topographic elevation data.

＜Reference portrait＞ (Yamaguchi University: Estimated flood depth)
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(12) If we can extract which buildings were damaged, we can determine the damage to the
companies that use those buildings. In addition, since damage may spread to companies
that have business relationships with those companies, we have also prepared data (Teikoku
Databank data) on the business relationships of companies on a municipal basis. In addition,
you can also refer to economic statistics and damage reports issued by the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism to confirm various types of damage.

<Reference image> (Image of business-to-business relationship data)
(Source: Ogawa, Y., Shaofeng Yang, et al., A Model for Extracting Bottleneck Firms in Supply
Chains: Application to Nationwide Business-to-Business Transaction Data in Japan-GIS:
Theory and Application (In Japanese)).
Theory and Applications of GIS, 2022, Vol. 30, No. 1, pp. 27-37
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(13) Even in factories and other facilities that do not necessarily suffer from flood damage, if
traffic is blocked or the area where employees live is damaged, it may not be easy to
commute to work. This situation can be monitored using GPS data, which is location
information obtained from cell phones. By finding out the movement of cars or the absence
of regular workers at a particular factory, we can gain insight into the factory's operational
status. On the other hand, a decrease in the number of people visiting the factory for
shopping, sightseeing, etc. could also cause further damage. This image shows an image of
GPS data provision.
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(14) The government, local governments, companies with which they do business, insurance
companies, and others want to know about these affected offices and people as quickly as
possible. However, the use of damage information differs from user to user. Considering this,
you may estimate and visualize the size and distribution of direct damage caused by the
typhoon and its indirect spread in an easy-to-understand manner to reduce the spread of
damages as much as possible in society.
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